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Abstrak 
Perubahan bahasa sebagai penyebab perubahan sosial yang 
dipaparkan dalam makalah ini dikaji sebagai sesuatu yang 
dikonstruksikan dan dinegosiasikan melalui variasi pemakaian 
bahasa. Dengan kata lain, perubahan dikaji dari perspektif 
lingustik sebagai sistem peringkat nilai. Hal ini dapat dengan 
mudah dideteksi dari penggunaan kata-kata peringkat tinggi 
yang disebut base alus, dan dari penggunaan bahasa 
Indonesia. Yang menarik, base alus, yang diklaim sebagai 
bagian dari mènak,  yaitu budaya negosiasi hubungan sosial di 
kalangan bangsawan Sasak, dimunculkan kembali lewat status 
sosial jaman modern, yaitu melalui status pendidikan, 
pekerjaan, dan agama. 

A. BACKGROUND  
The change is taking place on traditional speech conventions of base Sasak 
‘Sasak language’ – one of the regional languages in Indonesia. Sasak (which is 
manifested in a range of regional and social varieties) is spoken primarily by 
about two million dengan Sasak ‘Sasak speakers’. Traditionally, Sasak has 
been classified to have five dialects ngenó-ngené (central west coast and 
central east to north east coast), menó-mené (around Praya, central Lombok), 
ngetó-ngeté (Around Suralaga and Sembalun), kutó-kuté (around Bayan, north 
part of the island), meriaq meriku (south central area around Bonjeruk, Sengkol 
and Pujut). This indicates that the term Sasak usually refers to regional 
variation. There has been an effort to standardize Sasak, but as yet no 
agreement has been reached.   

My particular concern in this paper is with stereotypes regarding to 
‘high’ style, including aspects of its structure, use and users. I argue that, 
following Agha (1998), metapragmatic stereotypes about honorific language is 
to mark respect or honor as some honorific expressions are to be used only by 
certain people or for certain people. To examine the notion of social change, I 
present relevant examples of the general development of language use among 
Sasak speakers and demonstratives in particular. 
 
B. DATA 
The data used in this paper is partly taken from my Ph.D. thesis which was 
gathered from relevant sources by employing several techniques: participant-
observation, note taking, audio recording, interviews, and focus group 
discussion. Participant observation was conducted to observe authentic use of 
Sasak in the Sasak community in their socio-cultural context. The observation 
of language use has involved both micro and macro levels, in this case family 
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and community respectively. At the micro level, observation has focused on 
both educated and less educated Sasak families, involving mènak ‘nobles’ and 
non-mènak ‘non-nobles’. While, at the macro level, observation was focused 
on educated and less educated members of the wider community. Prior to 
analysis, data had been classified according to the settings in terms of 
interlocutors.  

The data comprises twenty five sixty-minute cassettes of recorded 
informal conversations. From this three sub-corpora, non-mènak, mènak and 
non-mènak with education and religious status, one from each setting, were 
selected. Each of these sub-corpora include about 8,000 words. The data 
recorded in the setting of non-mènak with religious status contained about 
8,000 words. The sample from each of the other two settings was selected to 
include informal conversations on the same topics totaling 8,000 words. The 
samples are comparable in terms of the type of discourse elicited. The data 
were classified according to their literal and discourse functions. That is, the 
use of certain words goes beyond their grammatical meaning due to the socio-
pragmatic needs of a particular setting.  

C. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORKS  
Social change is indicated by some phenomenon progresses from ‘lower’ to 
‘higher’ forms, and the criteria for the progression must be identified 
independently of a notion of ‘moral progress’ (Sanderson 1992). Gidden (1993, 
1990) also adds that social change covers entire spectrum of changes in human 
history can be counted for in terms of the adaptive character of the changes. 
One of the changes discussed is the use of ‘deixis’.  

Levinson (1983, 2000) defines ‘deixis’ as reference by means of an 
expression whose interpretation is relative to the extra-linguistic context of the 
utterance. Similarly, Himmelmann (1996:224) argues that deixis should be 
understood as reference in terms of ‘text reference’ and ‘extended reference’ to 
propositions or events. He adds that in many languages ‘discourse deixis can 
only be accomplished with demonstratives, since 3rd person pronouns may be 
employed only in reference to entities’. It has been indicated that 
demonstratives and the 3rd person pronouns are closely related. But little 
attention has been paid to the distinction between the two.  Himmelmann (ibid. 
211) suggests that there are four situations where demonstratives and 3rd person 
pronouns can be distinguished. Firstly, 3rd person pronouns may be used in 
associative-anaphoric contexts. This function is found in most languages. 
Secondly, 3rd person pronoun acts as a placeholder for the antecedent, but does 
not refer to the same entity as its antecedent. Thirdly, in some languages, 3rd 
person pronouns allow for expletive use. Fourthly, the discourse deictic use of 
3rd person pronouns seems to be more heavily constrained than that of 
demonstrative pronouns. Furthermore, out of the four, the most common use of 
3rd person pronouns is anaphoric (tracking) or ‘recognitional’ use 
(Himmelmann 1996:213). Several considerations have been proposed to 
classify the use of demonstratives. Apart from the supposedly basic distinction 
between situational and non-situational uses, there is no general accepted 
schema for the further classification of demonstrative uses. Halliday and Hasan 
(1976) focus on non-situational uses (endophora), in particular, on uses 
providing for textual cohesion. Within the non-situational uses, their major 
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distinction is between anaphora and cataphora. Fillmore (1982) is primarily 
concerned with morphosyntactic aspects and situational use of demonstratives. 
The notion of situational use or Himmelmann’s (1996) ‘recognitional’ is 
adapted in this paper to discuss the phenomena of demonstratives as one of the 
social change indicators in the Sasak community.   

D. DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUNS IN SASAK 
There are two main forms of demonstrative pronouns in base jamaq ‘ordinary 
Sasak’: ni ‘this’ indicates near objects, and nu ‘that’ indicates far objects. Ni is 
found (in italic) below: 
(1) AS: Ni jaq apeng, amaq? 
  this DISC. what father  

‘What is it, Father?’ 
 PS: Aro ni jaq dengan, cume andang-andang dòang  
   DISC. this DISC. example just position only 
   ‘This is only an example of position’. 
Here, the discussion is about some symbols shown on an astrological chart. In 
(1) AS does not understand a particular symbol, and uses demonstrative ni 
followed by a particle jaq to refer to the object. The same applies to PS, where 
he also employs the same demonstrative. In example (1), the use of vocative 
amaq ‘father’ is a politeness marker. Additionally, it is actually enough for AS 
to say ni jaq apeng ‘what is it?’ without attaching vocative, if politeness is not 
the goal, and neutrality is emphasized. PS gives a longer answer to AS; this 
may not be required in a grammatical sense, but it plays an  important role in 
marking politeness. This leads PS to answer AS’s question in a complete form, 
which is more than required. A short answer that PS may utter is simply  
andang-andang ‘position’. Note that, in Sasak daily discourse, indicating 
kinship status as an address form marks solidarity and ‘intimacy’. This 
becomes relevant as one respondent says that amute sapaq kene papuq, tatiq, 
baiq, ariq atao kakaq, tekangen idapte ‘if we are addressed using kinship terms 
grandparents, son, daughter, junior/senior/ brother/sister, we feel that we are 
being loved or cared for’.  

Sasak demonstratives are also of ‘high’ style so called alus.  Sasak 
commoners often refer to base alus ‘high’ style as the language of niki-nike 
‘this-that’ to show the different use of demonstrative pronouns between base 
jamaq ‘low’ language and alus ‘high’ style. Thus, analysis will be of the 
linguistic and social functions of both niki ‘this’ and nike ‘that’ and its 
derivatives.  

The data also indicate that demonstrative pronouns employed is to 
show politeness in dyads are considered vital by subordinates – junior mènak 
‘noble’ as well as older or junior non-mènak generations. There are two forms 
of demonstrative pronouns in alus, niki ‘this’ and isiq/siq niki ‘this one’. The 
first functions to indicate only one object as there are no alternatives available 
for both the speaker and the addressee. Siq niki is used to point to a particular 
object in contrast to other objects available close to both the speaker and the 
addressee, and is preceded by the relative clause marker siq in a dyad, as in:  
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(2) AU: Siq niki kene-ò    
REL this you mean 
‘Do you mean this?  Or, 

LF: Siq nik  maksud pelungguh 
REL.  this  mean you 
‘Do you mean this?'     

The same applies to the distal direction. Nike is used to refer to an 
object which is far from both the  speaker and the addressee. The particle siq 
collocated with nike to specify which of two alternatives is being referred to. In 
this case, a further politeness marker is also employed to clarify the exact 
object meant by both parties. In distance as well as close direction, nike can be 
preceded by relative pronoun isiq/siq, as in:  
(3) LM: Isiq/siq  bireng nike 

REL. black that 
‘That black one’, Or 

 MW: Siq nganjeng nike 
REL. standing that  
‘That standing one’   

 The alus demonstrative adverbs for quantity are semeniki and semenike 
to mean ‘this’ and ‘that’ quantity. To indicate short distance, demonstrative 
adverb (se)meniki, a short form of siq/saq maraq niki to mean the same ‘this’ 
(quantity) is in use, as in: 
(4) MH: Semeniki baé semaiq-ng  
  This(amount) DISC. it’s enoguh 

‘This amount is enough.’ 
Although (se)meniki is used to indicate quantity (not found in the 

corpus), niki is also used to mean the same, as in: 
(5) MH: Niki  baé  semaiq-ng  

this DISC. It’s enough 
‘This amount is enough’ 

Semantically, the first construction in example (4) is required, but 
pragmatically the use of niki is also acceptable. Thus, sometimes there is no 
clearcut boundary between the two in use.  The pronoun semeniki is not found 
in the corpus, but seniki, its simpler form, is used once instead, as in: 
(6) AU: Modèl seniki piaq-ng jari galuran, kakaq 
  Model this they make become  dispute brother 
  They dispute this model (of topic), Brother’ 

Here, both AU and his interlocutor (kakaq) ‘recognize’ the topic through their 
shared specific knowledge (cf. Himmelmann 1996). This also shows that the 
use of other demonstratives such as niki is significant. Additionally, semeniki is 
also often followed by the word for amount luéq, as in: 
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(7) MT: Semeniki keluéq-ng, segerah-ng ndéq semaiq?  
This it amount how  it not enough  
‘With this  amount, won’t it be enough?’.  

 The same applies to the distance quantity (se)menike, a short form of 
saq maraq nike ‘that (quantity)’ where a quantity marker ‘keluéq’ often 
follows, as in: 
(8) MH: (Se)menike keluéq piaq-ò, bau-ng iaq bis 

that much you make it be will finish   
‘You are making that much (coffee), will it be drunk up?’,  

which is actually enough to say: 

(9) LF: (Se)menike  piaq-ò bau-ng iaq bis 
  that you make it be will finish 
  ‘You are making that much (cake) will it be eaten up?’ 
without using the quantity marker semenike or keluéq at the same time. 
Semantically, semenike is required here to make the expression indirect and 
polite. Otherwise, the expression is not considered alus or ‘high’ style, but the 
same as jamaq or ‘low’ style. Thus, due to the unmarked function of both niki 
and nike, the adverb for proximal and distal quantity is often replaced. 
Consequently, the use of both alus semeniki and semenike in their usual forms 
appear to be ignored.  
 To indicate location, demonstratives deriki and derike are in use. 
Deriki ‘this’ serves to refer to a near location of an object, while derike ‘that’ 
refers to the object which is far from both the speaker and the addressee. The 
example of deriki in use is found once when two interactants talk about the 
preparation of the village head election, alus words are italicised, as in AU’s 
response to MW’s statement in (10) below: 
(10) MW: Aró téng jaq ariq ndéq-te man garap ape-ape 

DISC here just brother we not already process anything 
     ‘We haven’t been able to proceed here, brother’.  
 AU: Nggih, liq deriki jaq    
      yes, place here DISC  
     ‘Yes, (there’s no problem) here’. 

In MW, the demonstrative for location is indicated in jamaq ‘unmarked’ style 
téng ‘here’ as the speaker is mènak. Conversely, the response given by AU is 
in alus for both emphatic agreement nggih and demonstrative for location 
deriki ‘this’ to indicate politeness. In addition, deriki  also functions to 
emphasize and not to disambiguate the location being discussed.  

Note that both deriki ‘this’ and derike ‘that’ follow the preposition liq 
to signify location, as in liq deriki and liq derike for both proximity and 
distance respectively. The preposition liq is required with both deriki and 
derike as alternative location markers. However, there is one form of showing 
distance in jamaq, liq te ‘that’/‘there’ referring  to an object which is  far from 
the speaker, but the addressee is close to it. This is not distinguished in alus, 
but it is represented by derike or liq derike instead. Table 1 summarizes the 
demonstrative pronouns in both jamaq and alus. 
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Table 1 summary of demonstrative pronouns in both ordinary and polite Sasak. 
 base jamaq base alus   
Proximity ni niki    

 Direction (se)ni(q) (siq)niki   
Quantity (se)(me)ni (se)(me)niki   
Location (liq)ni/té (liq)deriki 
Distance   nu nike 
Direction (se)nu(q) (siq)nike  
Quantity (se)(me)nu (se)(me) nike 
Location (liq) nu/tó (liq)derike 

 (liq)te/tie/tiaq (liq)derike 

In its pragmatic realization, proximal niki ‘this’ and distal nike ‘that’ 
appear not to be strictly distinguished from each other as they are unmarked in 
nature compared to other demonstrative markers. As a result, an expression 
indicating location deriki ‘here’ and quantity seniki is sufficient if expressed 
using niki, as in: 

(11) LF: Niki  taóq-te ngiring 
  here our place sit  

  ‘Let me host you here’,  and  
(12) AU: Amung niki  rue-ng  jaq anuq lueq   

if  this it like DISC. DISC. lot 
‘Something like this is a lot’  

A further outcome is the lack of use of deriki and seniki. Each occurs 
only once in my corpus, for location and quantity respectively. This suggests 
that niki is a ‘neutral’ choice to replace deriki and seniki in this situation. 
Deriki and niki are required to achieve disambiguition in Sasak daily 
encounters.   
 The same applies to the distance demonstrative nike ‘that’, which is 
dominant in use compared to semenike and derike for quantity and location 
respectively. Respondents appear to prefer nike as it indicates a more ‘neutral’ 
form during recorded interaction to amount and location semenike ‘that’ and 
derike ‘there’.   
Table 2  jamaq demonstrative pronouns and frequency of their use in mènak  setting 

Demost. 
Pronoun 

Meaning Number of 
tokens 

Percentage of total no. 
of  tokens 

Tó ‘there’ 67 33.00 
Se/nu/q ‘that one’ 51 25.12 
Nu ‘that’ 20 09.85 
Se/me/nu/q ‘that/amount’ 06 02.95 
Tie ‘that’ 20 09.85 
Se/tiaq ‘that one’ 07 03.44 
Se/me/ni/q ‘this/amount’ 18 08.86 
Té ‘here’ 09 04.43 
Te  ‘there’ 05 02.46 
Total  203 100.00 
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The table reveals that a significant use of demonstrative pronouns in 
‘low’ style cannot be avoided in a mènak ‘noble’ setting when distance is at 
issue. This applies particularly when superior mènak address subordinate 
mènak, as well as mènak communicating with non-mènak interactants. 
Furthermore, subordinate status may apply jamaq demonstratives if respect and 
politeness are not relevant to the interaction. This applies not only to mènak 
and non-mènak interactants, but also between mènak interlocutors. 

E. DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUNS AND SOCIAL CHANGE 
This section will show that jamaq ‘low’ demonstratives are expected to be 
employed by the participants as they are ordinary people. Because of the status 
gained, i.e. hajj and education, then ‘high’ demonstratives are operated instead. 
Thus, the use of ‘high’ demonstrative pronouns is widespread in a non-mènak 
setting with education and religious titles: proximal niki ‘this’ and distal nike 
‘that’ are employed. Both niki and nike have the same function, that is 
grammatical and as a politeness marker. Deriki  ‘here’ and derike ‘there’ are also 
employed. As noted earlier, the latter two are employed to serve as emphasis and 
for disambiguation. The distinction between proximity and distance plays an 
important role in non-mènak settings with religious status. It is shown that, in this 
setting, the distance demonstrative is used in  ‘recognitional’ function to share 
knowledge among interactants (cf. Himmelmann 1996).  However, its use as a 
politeness marker is much more frequent than its grammatical use.  

The extract below shows how niki (proximity demonstrative) is 
employed when TU in (13) points to another participant (AM) sitting near him, 
to inform TG that AM has been persuaded to be a follower of the new type of 
tarèkat ‘religious mysticism’ being discussed. The villagers are in dispute since 
the new practice is unfamiliar to most of them. HM in (14) appears to strengthen 
the argument of TU in (13): 

(13) TU:  Maraq niki tiang, semetòn niki, (cough). Araq, sampun    
like this I brother this  exist already 
terayu-rayu,  tiang, murid-murid niki. Tentu nie èaq matur  
persuade I students  this certain he will inform 
saq lebih jelas pengerayuan niki, murid-murid saq sampun 
REL. more clear persuasion this students REL. already 
tame. Semetòn niki taóq-ng saq, cume... 
enter brother this it place REL. DISC. 
‘It is like this brother, he has been persuaded for a long time by the 
followers of the person we discussed. In turn, he’ll tell you the truth 
about how the person recruits his followers. My brother knows more 
about the case...’    

(14) HM: [Bègaq pe-mancing  jaq niki, semetòn-te niki. Laguq
 more be fish  DISC. this our brother this but  

cume ndéq-ng uah sugun apah-andang lóntó. Laguq bis 
only he not  already out offering only but finish 
jaq kedalem langan selidiki-è jaq niki. Niki taóq-ng 
DISC. deep  way he observe it DISC. this this it place  
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sahèh jaq dòang ntan   èaq matur jaq mangkin.  
valid DISC.  DISC. way  will inform DISC. Now 
‘This brother is a good fisherman. He never presents the offerings to 
that person though  he knows almost everything about this teaching. 
He’ll tell you the truth’.    

HM uses the expression bègaq pemancing…’ ‘being a smart fisherman’ 
metaphorically to describe AM’s ability; AM is another participant sitting near 
HM. AM  gains more complete information about the issue being discussed. 
AM gets best friends who have joined a new type of tarèkat in the village. This 
teaching has been made possible by the person coming to the village on behalf 
of TG, although TG knows nothing about it. Here, both TU (13) and HM (14) 
employ proximal demonstrative niki ‘this’ to refer to another person (AM), in 
order to inform TG about situation in the village. Of the nine tokens of niki in 
both examples, five times in (13) and four times in (14), all are grammatically 
employed.  

The use of demonstrative niki as both grammatical and politeness 
marker is illustrated in the following extracts. Indonesians are underlined:  

(15) TU: Tentang pemberantasan niki, tunas ice baé juluq. Jalan–te
 about eradication this ask guide DISC. first  our way 

 iaq  berantas-è oléq awal niki 
 will  eradicate them from begin this 

‘How to annihilate them, this is what we need you (TG) to advise us on’  

(16) TG: Nggaqng ntan aman mangkin, kerjasama dengan  
    it only way safe now work with 

pemerintah  desa.  Mintai  dia  ijazah. Ijazah yang 
government village ask he certificate certificate  REL. 
diperkenankan oleh gurunya untuk mengajar, ada ndaq. 
be allowed to by his teacher for teach exist not 
Nah, niki. Ijazah dari gurunya. Siapa jadi gurunya. 
DISC. this certificate from their teacher who be his teacher 
Betul ndaq dia jadi badan atau tidak dari gurunya itu. 
true no he be institution or no  from his teacher that 
Ndaqn  saq dengan petanggòh-tanggòhang ndéq keruan. 
not REL. With people be named no certain 
Maraq nike, nah niki.   
like that DISC. this 
‘The only way to be secure now is to cooperate with the local 
government in the village. Ask that person for his certificate – the 
certificate for teaching that was issued by his teacher, whether he 
owns it or not. That’s it. The certificate from his teacher. Who is his 
teacher? Is he really qualified (from an institution) to teach or not? 
Then he won’t speak on behalf of an unfamiliar person. That’s it. 
That’s the way’.     
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Here, the alus tunas ‘ask’ word is employed by TU in (15) to ask TG’s opinion 
in (16). The word tunas is employed by TU to humble himself to TG, as TU 
asks for TG’s suggestions in order to solve the problem discussed. In addition, 
as TG himself is formally educated, the use of Indonesian is predictable. This 
is demonstrated in (16) where Indonesian is employed, while alus lexical items 
appear to be the politeness markers during interaction. Demonstrative niki is 
functioning grammatically when used by TU in (15). But TG in (16) uses niki 
as a politeness marker by collocating it with another discourse particle nah. In 
this situation, TG in (15) uses nah niki twice to indicate politeness. It also has 
‘recognitional’ function as indicated in TG’s expression (cf. Himmelmann, 
1996). However, the use of particle nah followed by niki is a matter of style 
emphasizing niki as a politeness marker.  
Table 3. Jamaq ‘low’ demonstrative pronouns and the frequency of their use 

in non-mènak with religious status setting.  
Demonst. Pronoun Meaning No. of tokens Percentage of total no. of tokens 
Nu ‘that’ 28 32.18 
(Me) nu ‘like that’ 22 25.28 
Se/nu/q ‘that one’ 18 20.68 
Tó ‘there’ 6 6.89 
Men/tie ‘like that’ 3 3.44 
Se/tie/tiaq ‘that one’ 7 8.04 
Se/me/ni/q ‘this’  3 3.44 
Total  87 100.00 

Note: Sasak demonstrative pronouns also function as adverbs if they 
are prefixed by me or men, as in me/nu ‘like that’ and men/tie ‘like that’.  

Table 3 indicates that jamaq ‘unmarked’ demonstratives are used less 
often than in the mènak setting (see table 2 for comparison). Mutual respect 
appears to be the emphasis in the interaction, rather than non-reciprocal 
relationships as in mènak ‘noble’ interaction. 

F. CONCLUSION 
Sasak demonstrative pronouns have been used from jamaq ‘lower’ to alus 
‘high’forms to indicate social status of the interactants. The use of alus ‘high’ 
demonstrative pronouns which was only for those with ascribed status ‘mènak’ 
is revitalized, that is non-mènak also address one another in ‘high’ 
demonstratives because of their gained status, i.e. religious titles and education.  
The use of alus demonstrative pronouns in disyllabic variants – niki ‘this’, nike 
‘that’, in the conversation is preferred as a common strategy.   

The trisyllabic forms – deriki and seniki, are used mainly when 
emphasis and  disambiguation are required. Thus, the participants in the 
conversation tend to employ disyllabic variants of the word to express their 
purpose. This is statistically shown by the high number of disyllabic variants of 
proximal direction, quantity and location, as well as distal direction, quantity 
and location. This is mainly done to fulfil the pragmatic needs required to 
indicate politeness to senior interlocutors.  
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